
NAME:

CS 330 Midterm
Spring 2015

Doodle here.

On the following pages, write things that are true and relevant.
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1. Patternity

Consider this terse summary of regular expression parts and pieces:

match what? how many times? where?
(pat) - group and capture pat? - 0 or 1, greedy ^ - at beginning of line
pat1|pat2 - pat1 or pat2 pat* - 0 or more, greedy $ - at end of line
[abc] - a, b, or c (complement: [^abc]) pat*? - 0 or more, lazy \b - at word boundary
\d - any digit (complement: \D) pat+ - 1 or more, greedy (?<=pat) - after pat
\w - any alphanumeric (complement: \W) pat+? - 1 or more, lazy (?=pat) - before pat
\s - any whitespace (complement: \S) pat{n} - n (?!pat) - not before pat
. - any non-newline character pat{n,} - n or more, greedy (?<!pat) - not after pat

Write regular expressions to match the following criteria and only the following criteria.
Write patterns only, not Ruby code.

(a) Strings comprised only of hexadecimal characters.

(b) Numbers in [13, 101]. Do not match sequences embedded in larger numbers, like
13101.

(c) Text between quotation marks, but not including the quotation marks.

(d) Sequences of two or more non-alphanumeric, non-whitespace, non-period charac-
ters, like ’", $&#!, and ****.

(e) Blank lines, possibly containing whitespace characters.

(f) Sequences of whitespace-separated words, each starting with a capital letter fol-
lowed by any amount lowercase letters.
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2. Mono

Should we have only one programming language? Argue both sides.
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3. Opset

Write an ANTLR-ish grammar for recognizing a single expression involving sets. A
set may consist of strings, numbers, booleans, and other sets. Support association
(with parentheses) and the follow operations: union (+), intersection (&), difference
(-), membership (in), and unary complement (~). Do not be concerned with operator
precedence. Assume strings will not contain embedded quotation marks. Following
are some example expressions that must be recognized by your grammar:

{1, 2, 3} + {4, 5}

5 in {"dog", "cat"}

~{0, 3, 10} & {}

{"red"} - ({true} & {false})

{1} in {{1, 2}, {2}, {1}}
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4. Devisive

The Android Development Toolkit ships with the Android Debug Bridge, a command-
line utility for communicating with Android devices. To see what devices are connected,
we run adb devices. In example below, we’ve got three phones connected and one
emulator:

> adb devices

List of devices attached

SH16WV802838 device

014E058B097492 device

SAM532152353 device

emulator-5558 device

The columns of output are tab-aligned. Write a single line of shell code that puts the
identifier of the first device listed in the user’s clipboard—so that it may be pasted
elsewhere. You might find some of the following utilities helpful:

• grep PATTERN: prints all lines matching a given pattern

• head -nNUMBER: prints the first NUMBER lines of input

• xsel: places input in clipboard

• tail -nNUMBER: prints the last NUMBER lines of input

• cut -fNUMBER -dSEPARATOR: prints the NUMBERth field of each input line

• sort [-r]: sorts the input [in reverse]
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5. A coworker says, “Types are for schwumps. I prefer JavaScript.” How do you respond?
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